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foreign lauds, and they would become identified with us.
WhDt was more easy than to effect the change by the
manipulation of their food ? Their imagination led
them to interpret facts as justifying suspicion, and the
supposition was enough to drive them to revolt.
The Muhammadans in India have become Hinduized
to a large extent; they continually speak of themselves as
a caste, and Muhammadan soldiers have Siiared with then-
Hindu comrades in the fear that the English were bent on
destroying their religion. They took the most prominent
part in the mutiny at Vellore in 1806. They were inju-
diciously required there to put on the English military
hat, to shave their beards, and put on leather belts,
which they maintained were made of pigs' skins; and all
this was done, they said, to turn them into Topeeuialas*
Hatmen—in other words, into Englishmen and Christians.
Outside the army there have^ been causes, co-opera-
ting with those within, in prompting the soldiers to rise
against us. Our government is a very foreign one.
There is a national gulf between the rulers and the
ruled, and consequent absence of the sympathy which
would draw them to each other, if they were of the same
people. Our government is at once expensive and strong,
lequiring a large amount of taxation considering the
resources of the country, and able to enforce its pay-'
ment India has been greatly favoured by high-minded
and able rulers; but often, with the best intentions, from
want of thorough acquaintance with the native character
and customs, injustice has at times been done by the
decisions of our courts. Though giving security for
person and property, such as India had never previously
enjoyed, our government has borne hardly on some
classes, such as the officials oAhc native states we have

